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AFTER PLASTIC WASTE

Plastic bottle knitting machine - Design for value of recycling plastic
Du Cheng
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“The proliferation of plastic products in the last

several decades has been extraordinary. Quite
simply, humans are addicted to this nearly
indestructible material. We are producing
over 380 million tons of plastic every year, and
some reports indicate that up to 50% of that is
for single-use purposes – utilized for just a few
moments, but on the planet for at least several
hundred years. It’s estimated that more than
10 million tons of plastic is dumped into our
oceans every year.

”

-Plastic Pollution Facts，Plastic Oceans International

Detial：Knitted plastic fabric
Material/tool：Plastic knitting machine，Plastic bottles
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Plastic strings
Tool：Bottle cutter
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Abstract

Plastic is the cheapest and most versatile material
invented by humans. But with it comes endless
pollution. In the face of plastic waste, I need to
establish a direct and effective plastic reuse method.
In order to limit plastic waste to a controllable range,
I try to reduce the cost of recycled plastics and
increase the value of recycled plastics. After research
and experimentation, I created a method of turning
plastic bottles into plastic cloth through cutting and
knitting. This method and material provide a new
direction for the reuse of plastics. For the creation
of new reuse methods, it is not only necessary to
look to the future, but also to see the past. I found
inspiration from human industrial history to deal
with plastic pollution. This project aims to make
people aware of the value of recycled plastics.
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Twombly Circular knitting machine
Production year: 1873
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Design manifesto
“A design is a plan or specification for the
construction of an object or system or for the
implementation of an activity or process, or the
result of that plan or specification in the form
of a prototype, product or process. The verb
to design expresses the process of developing
a design.”
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I think that if one day Ai and robots replace most of

If there is a purpose, the design has started. Perhaps when

beings: art, scientific research and design. For society,

the first time we picked up the stone to fight the beast,

design is a balance, while industrial design is a balance

the first design of mankind was born. There is a purpose,

of art, technology and commerce. If science is to discover

execution, and results. The connection between these

and explain nature, and art is to express oneself, then

three elements is the foundation of industrial design.

design is to use science to solve problems. Therefore,

The design often ignores all social restrictions.

only mastering science and technology is not enough.

When I was an undergraduate, my teacher Xiangyang

Technology is a tool, and design teaches us how to use

Xin, a Ph.D. in Design Philosophy from Carnegie Mellon

the tool. Observe yourself, observe the world scientifically,

University, told me: "Design is the allocation of limited

and designers observe the people.

resources. If the resources are unlimited, there is no need

As a designer, the exception to the behavior of design

for design. "Although I don't understand this sentence

is to design something, or to satisfy needs, or to create

so far, I understand that design needs to obtain more

needs. The essence of design is the understanding of

value under many restrictions. Designers are indeed

requirements and the process of achieving them. , Not

dancers who can be shackles, and shackles include

a noun. Design is not about designing static products,

funding restrictions, scientific research restrictions,

but about designing user experience. Designing a chair

legal restrictions, organizational restrictions, procedural

like this is still a way of designing people to sit or rest,

restrictions, political restrictions, and so on. Designers

and at the same time is completely different. , Is the true

must program solutions for customers under these

essence of design. As a designer, I must think from a

constraints.

changing perspective that will guide me to think about

As my teacher said, design is the allocation of

and study the user and the environment, time, and the

limited resources. The 21st century seems to be richer

reasons for the actions and behaviors. This is a complete

in resources, but it is not. In the past, design only served

story system. Therefore, the design is essentially It is a

a few nobles, and the resources that designers obtained

way of organization, the design of the way people interact

were extremely abundant and limited. Now, the design is

with things and people. So the real design is the overall

required to meet the needs of more people and complete

planning of the user-product-environment.
value under many restrictions. Designers are indeed

more meaningful tasks. The design of the 21st century

dancers who can be shackles, and shackles include

the future and tradition. Technology is the driving force

funding restrictions, scientific research restrictions,

of design. The problems facing design are technology,

legal restrictions, organizational restrictions, procedural

culture and the relationship with experience. Just like a

restrictions, political restrictions, and so on. Designers

top on a wire, the designer needs to use his own motion

must program solutions for customers under these

to balance various relationships.

constraints.
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Industrial design is a purposeful cause-effect connection.

human work, only three of them will still belong to human

needs to reconcile technology and culture, as well as

Technology is a means of creating expressions.
Technology highlights commonality, and culture
highlights individuality. Design is to serve users and
society. Society is a kind of sub, that is, what is the need
and purpose of technology and culture, design is a kind of
sub. The use of the product and the user experience itself
are the final result of the design.
But design never surpasses technology, and
technology without it cannot be designed. Design is
not the initial driving force. Design is controllable. The
thinking of designers is affected by society and the times.
Therefore, design can be integrated with the times.
Culture provides diversity and uniqueness for design,
and technology provides standardization and function for
design. After the formation of traditional products and
culture, inertia is formed.
Good design depends on the era and is not limited
to the era. It can look forward or backward, but it will
eventually be based on the current era. In my eyes, the
purpose of a good design should be easy to explain, and
the look of the design is also easy to explain. The design
can be planned, and each step has a reason, purpose,
source, and judgment. If you can use intuition to explain
what is the reason for change and what is the way to
change, then it is good design. Even good design only
solves limited problems. Anyone who tries to solve all
social problems with design is divorced from reality.
Because design is a purposeful behavior with various
limitations, it is a process of practice and experimentation,
it is not the result itself. To achieve the expected goals on
the basis of restrictions is not to overthrow everything
and rebuild, rather than to transform and use existing
resources. All efforts are for the pursuit of a suitable
result of "this is good".

Du Cheng
04/2/2021
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I occasionally spend a few hours in Lincoln Woods state park on weekends.
The park is very quiet in winter, and the cold wind accompanied by withered
yellow leaves settles down in the mountains. It has been a long time since
the last snowfall, but the white snow in the corner can still be vaguely seen.
A piece of snowflakes can easily be swallowed by the earth, but when the
structures of countless snowflakes weave each other and form a settlement,
time can hardly shake them. In the crevices of the snow, an object gleaming
with dim light attracted my attention. I walked over and saw a plastic bottle
wrapped in grass. I don't know how long it has been here or where it came
from. Plastic, so suddenly broke into another world.
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Preparation and Training
Training of research ability, creativity and divergent
thinking before the thesis.
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Part1- B L U E S K Y
News in the newspaper is randomly selected by the
instructor, and students read and analyze the key
information and potential opportunities in the article.
Then tell a few concepts through sketches.
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Part2-SPEED THESIS
Observe social phenomena, research and analyze user
groups then draw conclusions.
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Motivation
During the epidemic, ordinary people and even

Phenomenon
As the lungs are injured by the virus, patients have to

medical staff will be troubled by the lack of necessary

rely on ventilators to maintain their lives. As a result, food

industrial supplies. Suppose the factory's technology is

can only be fed to patients through tubes and syringes.

civilianized so that most ordinary users can realize their
design-manufacture-mass production at home. In that

The preparation and proportioning of liquid food

case, it will Greatly alleviate the shortage of materials

has become one of the biggest pressure for nurses. In the

in special periods and save a lot of resources in the

face of a large-scale outbreak, the lack of high nursing

intermediate links. The lack of many simple industrial

efficiency will greatly reduce the utilization of medical

products will seriously reduce people's quality of life in

resources.Family members are also facing unprecedented

a certain period, so I hope to realize industrial products'

pressure and challenges.

Universal.It is not only the environmental protection
problem of the recycling of plastic products but also the
exploration of maximizing the use of limited resources
when dealing with crises.
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Design statement

Conclusion
Design is not a ruthless tool.
For families infected with patients, there is
tremendous pressure on time, energy, money, and
psychology. The design scheme should be efficient, lowcost, simple to operate, and interactive.
People's pursuit of emotional sustenance is

In the field of medical care, patients have few
choices. Designing to balance the functional needs
and emotional needs of users, while taking into

regardless of class or group, and even simple rituals will
become an important part of ordinary people's lives.
In the pyramid of needs, survival needs and

account the particularity of users, solving problems

spiritual needs are two extremes, but after this

with low cost and high efficiency is my design goal.

investigation, it was unexpectedly found that sometimes
the more extreme conditions, the higher the need for
respect.
As far as industrial design is concerned, the
problems we face are not only the difficulties we have
already faced. Eliminating a problem is often not the
optimal solution. How to use this problem to make it
play a greater value is the goal I should pursue. Multifaceted research and feedback are the guarantee to
ensure that the design plan is not divorced from the
user.
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Introduction
Background story
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Plastic has been born in the history of human

made by human. The reduction in manufacturing

Second World War, more and more plastic products

costs means the increase in recycling costs, and

have been used to build human society. Now it

mass production is enough to make new plastics

is difficult for people to imagine a world without

have high use value and market competitiveness at

plastics. But what follows is that plastic pollution

very low prices. Relatively speaking, the recycling

has become one of the most pressing environmental

value of plastics is greatly reduced. The high cost

problems, because the rapid growth of various

and imperfection of the recycling system makes

disposable plastic products has overwhelmed the

recycled plastics less competitive and less competitive

world's processing capacity. Plastic pollution is

than new plastics. Nowadays, single-use plastics

most obvious in developing countries, where waste

account for 40% of the annual plastic production.

recycling systems are often inefficient or non-existent.

Many of these products have a service life of only

However, even in developed countries, it is difficult to

a few minutes to a few hours, but they may last for

properly collect waste plastics. This is determined by

hundreds of years in the environment.

the nature of the plastic itself.
The development of industrial technology has
made the production of plastics extremely easy.
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Plastic has become one of the cheapest materials

industry for more than one hundred years. Since the

Therefore, by exploring the value attributes and
material properties of plastics, it is my design goal to
give new use value to recycled plastics.
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Design precedents
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PRECIOUS PLASTIC
Re-melting plastic waste for injection molding at home

Although the design of recycled plastics is not

miniaturization of large-scale processing equipment

process of plastics. Most plastic reuse processes can

and the possibility of transforming plastic shapes.

be completed with a few machines. This integrated
design makes it easier for ordinary users to
participate. It is available to users It is not just a way,
but also a possibility, a possibility that allows people
to think about the value of discarded plastic in their
hands.
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From this project, I discovered the possibility of

uncommon, precious plastic simplifies the recycling
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PLASTIC BOTTLE CUTTER
Converts plastic bottles into strings

What should I do if I want to maximize value?

actually the same as the large-scale assembly line of

now is: reduce costs and increase added value.

a plastic processing plant. This design uses a simple

For example, I believe that everyone has done a
piece of work in elementary school. Cut a used plastic

device to complete the added value of the material.
The biggest significance of this device is that it

bottle with scissors, and you will get a pen holder.

does not directly transform plastic into a new form

This is to realize the reuse of plastics at a very low

like general plastic reuse, but transforms plastic into

cost. But this way, although the cost is very low, the

a "universal form", that is, into a plastic rope that can

added value is also very low, because you only get a

be widely used. This plastic rope can not only be used

pen holder.

directly, but also can be used as a raw material for

If I go further, just like the cutter designed by

lower-level industries through secondary processing.

this designer, turn the bottle into a plastic rope. At

How to make the processed raw materials universal is

this time, the value of the plastic rope is far greater

one of the directions I explore.

than the pen holder. It can do many, many things.
Investing in the same cost to build a toy factory,
the value of producing Lego and the utilization rate
of plastics are much greater than that of producing
other toys. The combination of Lego brings more fun
and functions to users, and what made with Lego
depends on the user himself rather than the mold of
the factory.
Although this is just a simple device, its essence
is a reshaping of materials. Original form → raw
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material form → reshaped form. This process is

The conclusion I have drawn from the analysis just
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MICROPLAST
Miniaturized desktop injection molding machine

Microplast is a miniaturized desktop injection

First, the miniaturization of the mold limits

molding machine. It took into account our experience

certain functions, but the relative efficiency may be

in setting up and working on injection molding

further improved. Second, the heating and stamping

machines of industrial design and tried to make

process of raw materials does not have strict

the work on the Microplast as small as possible.

environmental requirements, and most materials

Microplast is an solution for those who want to start

can be reshaped under normal heating conditions.

their own business or hobby and also for Those

Third, the miniaturized injection molding machine

who want to expand their capabilities in the field of

cannot complete the CNC processing of the mold

injection molding. It brings me some new discoveries.

independently, that is, it can only be used as a link in

It is possible for house-level or community-level to

the production process.

have the ability to recycle plastics.
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ANTIVIRUS GLASSES MAKER
Household medical goggles molding machine

This is a household medical goggles injection

can be owned by more people in the future. 3D

Central Academy of Fine Arts.

printing and micro-injection will coexist for a long

At present, various information is discussing

time in the future, and these two processes have their

the development of science and technology that has

own different development directions and fields of

gradually replaced labor by industrial intelligent

application.

technology. Many scholars are worried about the

Especially in the special period of the epidemic,

future of the labor force replaced by automated office

household injection molding technology will

and production in enterprises and factories.

make it possible to produce daily necessities in

While technology is bringing challenges to

large quantities. It is the nature of plastics to

more and more people, we should not ignore that

obtain necessities more efficiently and with lower

technology is also giving birth to more and more

consumption.

physical production equipment and virtual production
equipment that can be owned by more and more
people. When individuals can own and use these
equipment to give full play to their uniqueness
When we are creative, do we still have to depend on
enterprises and factories to survive?
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Quantity means that this kind of personalization

molding machine， designed by a student of the
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FISH WASTE PLASTIC MAKER
Bio-based degradable plastic

In the 20th century, oil prices rose sharply.

are about 50 tons of fish waste produced in British

environmental awareness (mainly interest), people

fishery processing every year.

tried to use corn starch, vegetable oil, sugar cane and

The enlightenment that this precedent gave me is

other biomass to produce plastics. Then there are

that maybe we can explore methods from the results.

bio-based non-degradable plastics that are consistent

When I want to redesign something, I should first find

with petroleum plastics and have similar uses, and

out its nature. If there is no essential difference in

bio-based degradable plastics that are commonly used

nature and function, how many alternative materials

to make food packaging.

can I look for?

Lucy Hughes, a graduate of the University of
Sussex, extracts protein from fish skin and fish scales
and mixes them with red algae extract. The plastic
bags made are not only stronger than household
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garbage bags, but also easy to degrade. There

Under the dual effects of interest-driven and
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CLEAN2ANTRACTICA
Lifestyle based on recycled plastics

Liesbeth and Edwin ter Velde are preparing to

I wanna explore the elimination of the

drive solar-powered travelers to the South Pole, an

disadvantages of the traditional plastic recycling

electric off-road vehicle powered entirely by solar

process under household-level conditions, such as

energy. The project is called Clean2Antarctica.

high requirements for raw materials, a lot of time and
physical cost, and high equipment costs. To retain

In order to build a "solar traveler" out of waste
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the advantages of recycled plastics, such as high

plastic, the couple designed a new hexagonal building

efficiency and high yield, in addition to the vertical

block, called HexCore, using recycled materials. They

comparison with the traditional plastics industry, it

chopped up the fragments and incorporated them

is also necessary to conduct a horizontal comparison

into the silk supplied for the 3D printer. It was then

with similar technologies such as 3D printing. The

raised to a new level and carried out on an industrial

purpose of the next step is to screen the advantages.

scale using recycled pellets from abandoned factories.

Attributes and inferior attributes, how to design

They used 40 3D printers to print 4000 HexCores.

ideas can simplify the recycling process of plastics,

This is a building block inspired by a honeycomb,

retain the advantages and open the gap with similar

with a light and strong design.

technologies.

Possibility of recycled plastic
Research phase
I researched the exploration of new models for

clay come from? I can only buy clay from the store

the production and recycling of plastic products by

because the collection, mixing, and production of clay

individual users.

raw materials is not something I can do alone. I have

Realize the reuse of household plastics with
added value and realize industrial product mass
production technology's civilianization.
The first problem is to study the production
process in the factory and discover possible redesign
links from it when exploring this field.
Although many projects have gradually tried to

taken a ceramics course, so I have experienced how
difficult it is to make clay.
The recycling of plastics is the same process.
I think the two most important attributes in this
process are value generation and cost consumption.
From a social perspective, there is a plastic
recycling system between developed and developing

allow users to reuse plastics independently at home,

countries. Developed countries have the ability to

there are still many problems, such as poor user

produce plastics while developing countries need

choice, limited by molds; toxic gas generated during

plastics. Therefore, developed countries need to

plastic melting; complicated mold processing, The

avoid environmental pollution when processing or

energy loss is large, and the requirements for raw

secondary processing plastics. To export used plastics

materials are high.

to developing countries, the value of plastics as raw

On the other hand, the general-purpose modular
parts produced by the factory assembly line are
difficult to make for individual users, have a low

materials is higher than the value of pollution losses,
and a cycle is formed.
I elaborated on this phenomenon because it is

specialization, and require high quality of raw

also appropriate to put this value judgment in the

materials.

field of household plastic recycling. People use plastic

The disconnection between plastic recycling

products because they have to use value, and they

and production is currently the most valuable design

discard plastic products because their value has

opportunity, I think. The household plastic recycling

been exhausted. So how to give new value to plastic

system provided to users that can be independently

that has exhausted its value is the essence of plastic

produced, customized, and recycled is beneficial

reuse.

in terms of environmental protection and resource

Analyze the reprocessing process of plastics in

conservation and meeting the needs of users for daily

traditional plastic processing plants, and judge the

necessities and personalized customization.

value of each step increase and consumption; you

What is the nature of plastic recycling? I have

will find that just reducing the factory process to

to explore this question fundamentally. My previous

personal use is not a good choice, huge consumption

research has caused some confusion. I think it is

and uncontrollable The added value of so that

because I did not find a clear answer to this question.

users can not get enough revenue. What I mean is

For example, if I have a piece of clay in my

that the requirements for plastic raw materials are

hand, I can make him into a bottle, Or make it into a

high, and users need to classify them first. This is

jar, any shape I want, as long as I have a stove and

time-consuming, and labor cost. Toxic gas will be

skills because clay is shapeable. But where does my

generated during the melting of plastic, which is
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also a negative cost. Subject to the mold, the final
product may not necessarily be the product that the
user needs in life, plus the cost of injection molding
machines and molds, which cannot generate sufficient
value.
I has studied the traditional plastic production
system and reuse system. But no matter the
traditional mode or some new reuse project, They
are all not very successful. They cannot shake the
status of ordinary plastics. Like bio-based plastics or
precious plastic projects, they have great concepts,
but they cannot form a complete circulatory
system independently, and their shortcomings are
concentrated on the input or output side.The source
of raw materials is not stable enough or the operation
requirements are high, or the final product produced
cannot fully meet the needs of users.
Because the mismatch between the cost input
and value output of recycled plastics,the system,
cannot generate sufficient competitiveness and
cannot meet the needs of users. In the case of the
same final product, the increase in cost will make
recycled plastics lose their advantages.
There are 2 conditions need meet. The first
is Recycled plastics need to compete with other
materials. Means the Recycled materials must be
unique The second ，is, I found that traditional reuse
system has huge consumption and uncontrollable。
The added value of users can not get enough revenue.
Giving users enough benifis is also the key to the
sustainability of this cycling system
Simply put, the key to solving this problem is to
reduce the cost of each link and increase the added
value of the final product.
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Experiments and artifacts
Research on material properties

49

Plastic 3D printer
Tools: Plastic/Metal/Wood Rhino

This artifact is a manual 3D printer, allowing
users to manufacture the products they want without
restrictions.The purpose is to test the scale of
interaction between the user and the device. Verify
whether the limited freedom given to the user can
affect the value of the material.
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Plastic shredder

Improve the open source shredder structure
to make it more suitable for crushing plastic. The

Tools: Rhino /3D printer

purpose of this artifact is to create a desktop-level
tool for experiment preparation.
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Control experiment
Tools: Plastic shredder/Oven/Glue/Paper/PVA/VP/PEV/AV
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Weaving experiment
Tools: Paper/Wood/Yarn
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Slowly melting experiment
Tools: Glue/Air pump/Plastic/Dropper/Metal heater
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Plastic weaving experiment
Tools: Wood/Loom/Plastic/Plastic bottle cutter
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The purpose of the experiment is to find a plastic

After artifacts and experiments,I finally came to

recycling method with the highest added value and

the conclusion that is Knitting. It is a technology that

the lowest cost that can be achieved in a small area

has been passed down for thousands of years to give

through comparison and experimentation.

unordered materials a unified value.

I tried different way to reshape waste plastics.

Why are bottles and textiles? In my previous

The four materials I currently try are these. Vinyl

research, most users, almost all users do not have the

polymer, soft paper mixed with PVA, Aliphatic resin

skills to distinguish the types of plastics, and the most

and Phenolic epoxy resin. I rate these four methods

intuitive perception of plastic products is color and

from four aspects: time, effect, cost and negative.

shape. Most plastic bottles are made of the same kind

my conclusion of experiment is: the use of fluid
curable material to fix plastic particles is an ideal way,
and the effect of Phenolic epoxy resin is relatively
best.

of plastic, like PET or PE, which ensures the unity of
raw materials.
At the same time, plastic bottles occupies the
vast majority of plastic garbage. Because plastic

the crushed waste plastic has unique

bottles occupy a large volume with a small mass,

characteristics after being fused with the fluid

they are one of the most consumed plastic garbage in

material. It does not need to be melted at a high

transportation, storage or recycling. A large number

temperature, and the toxic gas of the plastic itself

of sources of raw materials, stable properties, low

will not be generated. The high moldability and

requirements for users and easy reshaping,

high-strength structure make it possible for users to
reproduce plastics at home.
The coagulable liquid mixs with plastic particles,

This is the method with the shortest process, the
least pollution and the lowest cost I have found.Then,
I focuced on two tasks. The first is to simulated the

the structure is strong enough to be used as a raw

structure and properties of different weaving methods

material for new products

with software simulation and prototype.

Why do I define my project as a small scale?
Therefore, cost control of recycled plastics is
extremely important. Plastic is one of the lowestpriced materials made by humans. Once it is
separated from the place where plastic waste is
produced, that is, households or community, if we
want to recycle it, the cost will greatly increase.
This is not only an economic problem,., The
system should be controlled as small as possible and
the links and processes should be reduced as much as
possible to control costs
Once users feel that it is not worthwhile, it is
difficult to promote a new model to people.
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Plastic weaving concept
A system/device that uses plastic bottles as raw materials to
efficiently simply mass-produce shelters for disaster areas or
poverty-stricken areas.
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Design journal
Brainstorming about plastic textile cloth
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Prototype
Research and design
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Weave type simulation
Create 3D models of different kinds of woven structures, and
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simulate and test their structural strength and properties.

Looking back at industrial history
Redesign of Knitting Machine Structure

In order to design knitting machines that adapt

Therefore, plastic bottles are transformed into

to plastics, I researched many old industry books. In

strings through a bottle cutter, then from strings

the end, what inspired me was an ancient knitting

to fabric, which is extremely efficient to obtain

machine from the 17th century. This kind of machine

uniform specifications. At this time, the change from

was used by handicraftsmen to make woolen socks in

plastic waste to raw materials that can be reused is

the past.

completed.

The combination of knitting techniques and

Knitting, as a technique that has existed for

recycled plastics was an impact on my design ideas.

thousands of years, gives disordered materials a

When facing difficult problems or social phenomena,

unified use value. It is not only a manifestation of

people often look to the future, looking forward to

human wisdom, but also a manifestation of the

using more advanced technology to solve current

history of industrial civilization. Human industrial

difficulties, and looking forward to answering

civilization is built on countless such basic techniques,

today’s questions with tomorrow’s answers.

connecting dots into lines, converging lines into

However, when we face the plight of modern society,

planes, and then using planes to build space. Human

looking back at history may find a better way to deal

technology is the ability to control materials.

with it.
For raw materials, the value lies in whether they

The most direct way is often the simplest,
effective and lowest cost. And these techniques have

have a uniform specification that can be put into the

long been verified by time, hidden in the industrial

next round of production.

history of mankind, waiting for us to rediscover.
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Sock knitting machine
1865
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Machines tructure data collection
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Preliminary concept sketch
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Structural restoration
Tools: Rhino
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Concept Brief
Plastic bottle knitting machine
My prototype is a public art device based on

determines the level of cost. For plastic, which is

fabric metierial. The core is to excavate and give new

cheap enough, the plastic knitting machine can

value after plastic waste.

transform it into usable raw materials in the shortest

That is the using plastic bottle was converted into
wires, and then the wire be woven into a plastic fabric
using a knitting machine. The plastic fabric is material
that can give plastic waste secondry using life.
Knitting technique hardly produces any pollution,
does not require too many conditions to complete
the reuse of plastics, which has huge advantages
compared to other reuse methods.
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The length of the value flow of the material

knitting technology that converts plastic bottles into

and most direct way. This form has achieved a better
balance between cost and value.

How the prototype works
Steps and principles
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How to get plastic strings from plastic bottle

First assemble and adjust the bottle cutter to a
size of 1.5 mm. Then cut the plastic bottle along the
bottom, save the upper part and place it on the Bottle
cutter. After rotating the bottle, pull out the plastic
string. The raw material is obtained by connecting the
plastic strings end to end.
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How does the knitting machine work

Machine structure simulation
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Side view of running process

①

②

③

④

⑤

⑥

⑦

⑧

Motion trajectory
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The hooks on the machine are pushed up as
the threading part goes around in a circle. When the
hook goes up, it grabs the yarn and then the hooks
go back down again. When the hook reaches the loop
yarn that is already around it, the latch catches and
flips closed over the hook. Now, when it goes through
the yarn loop that is already on it, it will be able to
slide that loop off while still holding onto the yarn in
the hook. Then it can repeat this process when the
threading part comes around again.
This reciprocating mechanism forms the core of
the machine. The biggest advantages of this structure
are as follows: First, the running direction is oneway, and the reciprocating structure improves the
strength and reliability, and also reduces the friction
between the parts. Second, unlike other looms, this
structure only needs one string to work continuously,
and the requirements for raw materials and users
are not high. Third, the rotating structure means
that it supports a simple and stable power source,
compatible with motors and hand cranks, and even
unstable power output will not affect the operation of
the machine.

3D printed testing
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Prototype testing
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Concept extension
What if it exists in people's lives?
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Research
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Research
What if it exists in people's lives?

I have re-learned and referenced a lot of

aspects comparetion, the most consumables in

materials-drive and materials-first projects. I found

supermarkets, that is, paper bags, best fit the

that their common point is not only to find target

characteristics of textile plastics.

users for materials, but also to find suitable use

Researching the life cycle of paper bags, I found

environments for materials. Therefore, based on the

that the existing problems of paper bags can be

results of previous research on the properties and

solved by plastic fibers. Paper bags are promoted for

value of textile plastics, I determined several basic

the purpose of reducing the use of plastics, but they

requirements for finding the target environment.

are controversial because the pollution generated

Only when the three requirements of raw materials,

during the manufacturing process is far greater than

production and final products are met and balanced

that of plastic bags. The added value of the paper

at the same time can they be valued. It should be

bag product is also very low, because it can hardly be

based on the nature of recycled plastics to play its

reused. The pollution caused by traditional recycling

value in appropriate use scenarios instead of trying

is far greater than the value of the product itself,

to find solutions to unrelated problems. Close to

which is the cause of the surge in costs.

densely populated areas，Large consumption of
consumables，Semi-open environment。
I centered on my home, which is a densely

Therefore, if the supermarket becomes a plastic
ecological environment through textile plastic
technology, plastic bottles can be reused in the

populated residential area, and looked around for

supermarket, and textile plastic bags can replace

places that met these three conditions.I centered on

paper bags and traditional plastic bags. This will

my home, which is a densely populated residential

produce win win win results.

area, and looked around for places that met these
three conditions.
After scoring and sorting, the remaining
places that meet the requirements are: hospitals,
schools, company offices, banks, supermarkets and

Not only are costs and pollution issues, but the
user experience can also be improved. It is also easier
for walkers and bicycle riders to replace paper bags
that are easy to break with stronger materials
I interviewed friends around me, and almost

apartments. I searched the financial statements I

everyone gave the paper bag negative reviews in

could find and determined what the most consumed

terms of experience.

consumables in these places were. From the four
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Possibility 1

Possibility 2
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My previous work, including experiments and

The condition to be further determined is to

research, has determined several basic conditions and

have a shorter range and process of interaction than

forms.

supermarkets and community areas. The goal should

One of the most valuable information I found in
the survey is that once plastic waste spreads from its

be found within the home.
In my previous research, I always think that my

birthplace, if I want to reuse it, the cost will increase

design is a material-driven design. Because through

significantly. This is also the reason why my topic

experiments and research, I found that knitting

has been focusing on reducing the scope of this reuse

technology is the fastest, shortest process, and least

system as much as possible.

polluting plastic recycling method, so I have been

Then, my product form will still be presented as
a bag. There are two reasons. First, the production

looking for a suitable environment for this material,
that is, plastic knitted fabric.

of bags does not require complicated processes.

But after referring to some projects and reflecting

Whether in terms of equipment costs or energy

on it, I found that I had overlooked an element. That

consumption, the pursuit of cost-effectiveness is the

is, my design is not only material-driven, but also

only way to reduce costs and increase value. Second,

device-driven. Because this device, this plastic knitting

in my prototype test, if the plastic knitted tube is

machine is not something that users can ignore.

fixed or changed into other shapes, heating or glue

So consider the nature of the material, the function

is unavoidable. It is a basic condition to reject the

and the shape of the equipment at the same time.

secondary pollution of recycled plastic. PE and PET

The best replacement in the house is the trash can. In

only need a temperature of 150 degrees to produce

terms of value, plastic garbage bags are indispensable

CO, C7H8, C8H10 and other harmful gases.

daily necessities for ordinary households, and

Although shopping bags are one of the most

production costs and pollution costs are not small

consumed consumables that I have found through

numbers. From the point of view of materials, the

research, there are many reasons why the value they

fabric can play a high value while keeping the

produce is not convincing. First of all, it is more like a

secondary processing as small as possible. There is

commercial interaction than a public welfare design,

almost no need for any heating, transformation and

using bottles as currency to buy shopping bags. This

other processes that will cause secondary pollution.

behavior itself lacks a certain driving force. After

Most importantly, for users, the use and interaction

interviewing a few customers, they told me that if

process is short enough, direct enough, and useful

they were asked to take plastic waste from home to

enough.

the supermarket to exchange shopping bags, it would

The hollow part of the knitting machine serves as

be difficult for them to raise interest and motivation.

the garbage inlet, and the user only needs to use his

This involves a behavior-driven problem. First of all,

foot to drive a part of the plastic knitting tube. It only

as a designer, it is a very important job to create the

takes a little effort and time each time. When the

shortest possible interaction process for users and as

garbage is almost full, use a tie device to close the

obstacle-free as possible. From the user's time cost,

opening of the garbage bag with the bottle mouth and

use cost and transportation cost, carrying bottles to

lid as the material. This is also the answer to a very

the supermarket does not conform to the behavioral

important question: how to deal with the value of the

habits of ordinary users.

remaining part of the bottle.
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Reflection
Design-driven: not only material-driven, but also
device-driven. It is not only necessary to consider the
applicable scenarios of the material, but also the use
scenarios of the device.
Residual value: how to deal with the excess part of the
bottle.
Behavior-driven: how to let users take the initiative to
use.
Educational implications: how to directly give users
feedback on saving resources.
Energy consumption: The form of the product and the
source of power determine how much energy each
product consumes
Substitution value: Is the product being substituted
worth being substituted? Its consumption and
pollution in the production process determine the
value of being replaced.
Process cost: Is the process short enough, direct
enough, and useful enough for the user?
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Exhibition
Public art device
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After two concept extension exercise, I need to

under the guidance to convert the plastic bottle in

make my project has more meaning. I was thinking

their hand into a part of public art. Participate in the

what form can bring people something new. How

construction of a public environment.

make audiences feel the material's possibility and

User only needs to place the cut bottle on

realize the value after waste? Let the audience realize

the device and start the machine. When a bottle

that after plastic waste, there is still value that can

is exhausted, put two strings end to end into the

be used. Some precedents I have searched that I

string connector, and they will be melted and joined

can refer to. I found similar projects have common

together. After putting the remaining part of the

characteristics. Like: Enough visual impact to arouse

bottle into the tube, the ring will spray disinfectant to

the audience's interest and cause the audience to

clean the inside.

think. And can show the possibility of materials. Then
new public art form is the exhibit.
Plastic bottles and machines will be suspended

It can provide a small social environment for
people to think and communicate. It can test sofas,
chairs, toys or sculptures. But no matter what the

by shelves.Knitting machine produce tube is filled

form, when it is placed in a square or river bay, it will

with the remaining part of the plastic bottle, turning

become a topic, triggering people to think and discuss

the plastic tube into a fluffy caterpillar.

plastic waste.

In this frame, different forms of knitted plastic

It will continue to consume plastic waste, and

fabrics are used to construct a small environment.

at the same time continue to produce this material.

These terminal products do not have specific

Just continue to inject the rope that the plastic bottle

functions but just some concepts, providing space

turns into. Then throw the remaining part of the

for the audience to think. Maybe it looks like a sofa,

bottle through this entrance. The final shape is also

maybe a table, or a bench. The value of this project is

completely determined by people, who will create

not in the final product, but in the material itself.

an environment suitable for different small groups

This machine needs to allow the audience to
stand in front of this work to realize that those plastic
bottles that have been discarded can be used in the

according to their needs and interests. In a sense it is
infinite.
Maybe a few plastic bottles don't have much

shortest and most direct way to generate second use

energy to change people's minds, but an ordinary

value.

Coke bottle is enough to produce a four-inch knitted

This device main consists of knitting machine,
bottle cutter, disinfection ring, motor and string
connector. The target users are people who are willing

tube. If you put together the bottles that people use
every day, I think it will have a huge impact.
This tube will become longer and larger as

to accept new things in public places. Through field

people consume plastic. Until it is enough to become

research and observation, I found that on average,

an iconic sculpture or castle. More precisely, it

every fourteen people hold a plastic bottle of beverage

resembles a creature. A greedy snake who constantly

in their hands. People only need a simple operation

eats plastic and shows its swollen body to people.
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AFTER PLASTIC WASTE
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This project is my first contact with public art devices. It is a huge challenge

Last words

for me, but it is also a process of trying to learn new things. In this project, I
learned and used new skills and knowledge, and explored areas that I had never
set foot in before. Tension and excitement accompanied me to complete the whole
project, although in the difficult moment of the pandemic, like all RISDers, I did my
best under limited conditions.
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